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Best VR animation for Chrismas
The Dream Collector tells the story of an old man and his playful dog to live together in a garbage dump, where they spen
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Even for it's low price. (I even got 20% off, and ended up paying only 1.59). I can't really recommend it. It's a short film. like
there are plenty of for free. I knew this, but this one having a price tag let me think: "Ok, this must be really good!" However it
is not. The animations are good. There's some cute element. But the graphics are just semi ok. It's really only 3-4 simple scenes
that are being reused. The textures could be way better. The story is short and could be told in one sentence. The story is not
interesting. With the title and the "dream concept" I expected more than a extremely simple christmas story, that hardly goes
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anywhere.. It's a good animation, really spot on with the details, and also cheap.. Thank you for a beautiful story and
experience.. Wonderfull VR movie. Nothing interactive, except where you look, but that doesn't lessen the production value, or
the really touching story. To those who complain about the price tag (got it for 1.39 on sales, it's 1.99 normally at the time of
this review) I can only say "you have no clue". Fromwriting the story, over modelling, lighting (big part in this one), and
animation it's a lot of work.. Extremely short (about 12 minutes) and very lame story where nothing really happens. It should be
free for what it is.. Cute short story with a fun twist ending. On par with a Pixar short. but in VR so it's got that little extra
something.. I adore this short film -- it perfectly demonstrates the immense potential of VR as a storytelling medium. Honestly,
I wish it were a full two hours. I think I watched the entire thing with my mouth open, gazing at all the clever, beautiful ways
that the story was told. I showed this to everyone in my family, one by one, after watching it myself, and each one of them was
mesmerized by it. Even my dad, who has severe mobility issues and can't do most VR experiences, was able to sit in a chair and
watch, and he loved it. I can't wait for more films to be released that use this sort of immersive, "placing the viewer INSIDE the
story" kind of format. The ability to move around and view the action from multiple angles was breathtaking.. Cute xmas gem!
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